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The Terence Larkin Lecture Theatre of
DCU fills with CTYI students at 9:30 on
Thursday the 15th of July. Students in
eager anticipation of the events of the day
ahead...

At 9:45, a hush descends over the
crowd and the first guest speaker of the
day takes to the floor: Bobby Kerr, CEO
of the Insomnia coffee shop chain and
Dragon on the RTÉ show Dragon’s Den.
He takes to the floor to tell us about his
ascent from chef to entrepreneur. He
offers this advice to anyone who wants to
follow in his footsteps: ‘The most impor-
tant thing ... is to know your customers.’

Next to take the stage was Peter
Robbins, former head of Innovation
Excellence, who unabashedly referred to
himself as ‘the Yoda of Irish innovation.’
This was only the first of many humorous
comments he made about himself and his
work, but mingled amongst advice for the
audience.

The final speaker of the morning was
Ian Keogh, a reporter for the Sunday
Business Post, who came onstage with a
jokebook-full of self-deprecating humour
to help him appeal to the crowd. He tried

to inspire us all to think about the future,
saying that ‘you guys have to innovate,’
to help Ireland get out of the recession.

With the talks over, the first bout of
CTYI performances began. Some were
clever, some silly, some serious, some
funny, some profound and some just
downright strange. The topic “Why your
class is the best”  was taken literally in
some acts, and stretched until it resem-
bled spaghetti in others, but all were well
received.In the end, a fantastic perform-
ance by the Computer Applications class
won the judges’ votes.

After lunch, two new speakers stood in
front of us: Cliff Burnstein, manager of
such bands as the Red Hot Chili Peppers
and Metallica; and John Coughlan,
founder of Social Entrepreneurs.

Mr Burnstein was treated to a standing
ovation upon his arrival, but once it died
down, he launched into a story of how he
went from being ‘just like you guys,’ to
where he is today. After his talk, CTYI
and CAT students quizzed him on every-
thing from his favourite up and coming
bands to his ‘glorious beard.’ Even after-
wards, Burnstein’s mane of white hair
were a major topic of conversation.

The final speaker, John Coughlan, then

rose to tell the crowd that entrepreneur-
ship need not always be about money, and
that innovation can be used to improve
the lives of people in society. He gave a
very energetic presentation, ending in an
anecdote about a boy calling a photogra-
pher who was in the office of a charity
and asking: ‘Why do you do what you
do?’ When asked this very question,
Coughlan replied that he wants to be able
to look back on his life and say ‘I did my
part.’

CTYI performances then took the stage
again opening with a guest performance
from the CAT psychology class. Very pol-
ished performances were given by all,
with a very special mention required for
the WAP class, who adapted two classic
tales (C.S. Lewis’ The Lion the Witch and
the Wardrobe and William Shakespeare’s
Romeo and Juliet) to refer to day-to-day
life in CTYI. References to the
CTYI/CAT rivalry were very well
received, as was the portrayal of the brash
Sportalians as the villains in The
Chronicles of CTYI-a.

Overall, the day was a great success,
and I hope this success can be repeated in
future years.

Innovation Day a great success



Where have all the room-mates gone?
Fiona Carroll

Where art thou oh

pigeons?
Jessie Connell

Some of the residential students were out-

raged to find that this year, they don’t

have room-mates. Most students look for-

ward to meeting their new room-mates on

arrival day, as it means meeting someone

who is nearly always in your class.

Unfortunately, this year, some people did-

n’t get to experience that. 

The cause of all this is most like-

ly because of the current recession.

Parents simply can’t afford to send their

children to CTYI (or people living nearby

can only afford to be commuters), and

because of this there are less students,

meaning there isn’t enough people to fill

rooms, leaving people roommate-less. 

There is something about having

a room-mate that everyone loves. Maybe

it’s because it’s like having a three-week

long sleepover, the pre-bedtime chats, or

just because you always have someone to

walk to breakfast with. Also, students are

nearly always automatic friends with

their room-mates, which is probably why

some of the students feel that they are

missing out. 

Although there are only a small

number of roommate-less, the strange

thing is, why weren’t they just put togeth-

er? For example, let’s say there are two

girls who, for one reason or another, do

not have roommates. One of the girls

does Game Theory and the other does

War and Conflict. They won’t be in the

same class or RA group, but why couldn’t

just make them room-mates? It doesn’t

matter if they’re not in the same class or

RA group, everyone wants a roommate! 

They probably won’t do this

because they want everyone from an RA

group on the same corridor, but would it

really be that hard for an RA to walk to a

different corridor and find a person from

that RA group? 

No matter what arguments the

students put forward, they still remain

roommate-less. We’ll just have to wait

until next year to see if everyone at CTYI

will have roommate. 
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Pigeons. Pigeons, pigeons and more

pigeons. Flying rats. Infesting our skies,

our parks and Venice. Lots of pigeons in

Venice for some reason. It would seem

that these accursed “winged beasts”

would be everywhere in hordes and

droves. Except CTYI, I have seen per-

haps three pigeons at CTYI, and this sim-

ply begs the question; where have all the

pigeons gone? 

And then on a totally unrelated

note, what’s up with the food? Especially

the meat. Two completely unsolved mys-

teries there, the lack of pigeons and nasty

food. What on Earth could be happening?

Unless, and I don’t know where I’m

going with this, but just maybe, possibly,

it might be conceivable that the food,

right, is pigeon. 

To some though, with all these

cutbacks, it just might make sense. It does

save food and pigeon extermination

expenses. And in this day and age it

seems we’re seeing just how far people

are willing to go to avoid unnecessary

costs. But does this really have to involve

the hunting down, murder and serving up

of innocent pigeons to feed children? And

then they tell us it’s chicken! Screw that,

I know chicken and that is not chicken.
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Anger as traditional songs not

played at first CTYI disco

Iris. 500 Miles. American Pie. Sound

familiar? Of course they do. However

long you've been here, whether its been

your first year or if this is your nevermore

year, you will most definitely know that

there are some songs played at the discos

that come up every time. The Tradition

Songs.

Teen Spirit was "dangerous" or

something so they banned it, however

they may have just made a bigger mess as

some people have taken it into their mind

to mosh to Iris. The first CTYI disco ses-

sion 2 2010 didn't live up to most

CTYIers standards as they didn't play

most of the awesomeest songs ever such

as Street Spirit, pokemon, and they even

somehow messed up YMCA forgetting to

turn the music down at the right parts. "It

was the worst disco of my four years at

CTYI" says Conor Scully, with Jessie

Connell adding "worst of my three".

And then of course there was the

travesty of people trying to mosh to Iris

and some not nevermores joining the nev-

ermore circle. Its called a Nevermore cir-

cle for a REASON. Not that we're adding

our opinion or anything. The DJ didn't

mess everything up, he did play American

Pie as the last song but the nevermore cir-

cle was so squished into the non-never-

more circle it was not a very enjoyable

experience.

We'll take a leaf out of Fox

News's book and say 'some say' that the

disco's not very goodness was due to the

DJ and the Cats trying to mosh to all the

songs that should not be moshed to, and

trying to fit C.A.T into YMCA. Their

solution was to add another T at the end

of it. Hmm.

The disco theme was Alice in

Wonderland and the decorations, made in

Arts and Crafts, were pretty amazing, and

Eunice Collins said that they were "very

well done" and "the best part of the

disco". 

The second weeks disco is

themed "Eighties" so that means bright

colours all around. Woo. But Because

we're writing this before then we cannot

comment on it but we think we can say

for everyone that the hope is it will be

slightly better than the last one, well..... a

lot better. 

Niamh Corcoran & 

Mary Clarke

Gryffindor shouts take over campus
Molly O’Connor

There were once few places on campus

where you couldn't hear the cry of

“GRYFFINDOR!” Well unless you

were one of those fails who started

yelling “RAVENCLAW / SLYTHERIN /

HUFFLEPUFF!” in which case you

should go die in a hole. It even spawned

an activity, the spectactularly awesome

game of Quidditch that was organised by

the always amazing Laura (We love you

Laura!) The real question is, where did

this strange phenomenon begin? It

began, as so many strange happenings at

CTYI do, in res. One rainy night Jack

Walsh and Colm Gleeson were sitting in

a common room bored out of their

minds, so they decided to yell

"GRYFFINDOR!" at any unsuspecting

student or RA who happened to enter the

common room unaware of the monster

they were creating. "Now its just no one

yelling Gryffindor and a few fails yelling

Ravenclaw" said Jack Walsh when ques-

tioned about it. Other students said "I'm

indifferent, it’s just a bit stupid” and “Its

stupid when people who aren’t in

Gryffindor yell it” agreed another. What

led to the decline of the once popular

chant? The general opinion seems to be

overuse. After around 3 days of hearing

it EVERYWHERE people just got sick

of it. Thus dies what could have been an

interesting potential new tradition.

CTYIzens celebrate the return of Street Spirit at the second disco
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Cliff Burnstein talk

Frankie Nesirky reports on Cliff Burnstein’s address at CTYI’s Innovation Day
Cliff Burnstein steps casually towards the

microphone. With his magnificent wild

white beard and Black Keys t shirt he

gives the impression of a sort of rocked

out Santa Clause.

It would be easy to be star struck

by the American, who has worked with

everyone from Madonna to Metallica but

his easy flowing conversation and laid

back attitude soon relaxes the lecture the-

atre and as he opens with the lines “ the

first thing you should know is I get my t-

shirts for free” the whole room is capti-

vated.

He begins by talking about his

early life in Chicago where he describes

his school life as “happy” despite the fact

he was “the smart kid who never hung out

with the popular guys” and went on to

discuss his time in college where he stud-

ied Demography (study of population)

“weird I know” he says “but everything

you learn is useful”.

But as he begins to talk about his

real “obsession”, music, it is clear why he

decided to forget pursuing economics and

start a new career in promotion. With no

training or experience, Cliff got a job

with a radio station through what he

described a “pure aggression and grit”.

He stayed in this career for two years

“learning from the ground up 6 days a

week spending as little money as possi-

ble”.

Soon the conversation turns to

the subject of his bands. Cliff and his

partner Peter Mensch are directly “ in

charge” of many legendary bands such as

Muse, The Red Hot Chilli Peppers,

Metallica, Rush and def leopard but he

has also worked indirectly with other

artists  like snow patrol, Josh Groban and

even the Rolling Stones.

“We try to treat our artists with

respect” he says “we’re all in the same

boat, I mean I get paid if they get paid

you know?”

He goes on to answer questions

including the genius “how long did it take

to grow that gloooorious beard?” (About

forty years apparently) and “who do you

think are the best upcoming band or

artist?” the answer Arcade Fire was met

with much applause.

He advises “in general I would

say to anybody as you go through life be

sceptical of everything, find out for your-

self, do something new because you

could do it better.” “Its hard to explain”

he said “don’t get stuck in a trap, step

back and think something isn’t right here”

and parts with the words “ and that’s

about the limit of what I can say here”

and a standing ovation.
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Dr Marie Cassidy visit

The state pathologist, Dr Marie Cassidy, came to DCU on the 16th of July to
talk to us and the CAT Criminology class about homicide, crime, death, evi-
dence, Jack the Ripper and Sherlock Holmes. Jenny O’Connor reports...
One of the first things Dr Cassidy said

when explaining her job was “If you die

in hospital, I cut up your body.” That gave

a pretty good idea of what a pathologist

was to those of us who didn’t already

know.

The first topic she covered was

the police’s work, explaining the ques-

tions they needed to ask to find out about

a person’s death. They were: “Has a

crime been committed?”, “Who is

responsible?” and “Is there enough evi-

dence?”

She then moved on to Sherlock

Holmes, a fictional character of the late

19th and early 20th centuries who first

appeared in publication in 1887. She told

us about how he would walk into a crime

scene, look around for a couple of min-

utes and could then tell if the culprit were

male or female and estimate their height

based on their stride from their footprints.

She seemed to speak about Sherlock

Holmes as though he were real, although

she reminded everybody and herself mul-

tiple times that he wasn’t.

Her next topic was Jack the

Ripper, which seems to be of great inter-

est to her. A lot of her talk filled us in on

him, his crimes and the people who were

possibly Jack the Ripper, although he was

never caught.

We learned that he was a brutal

serial killer that roamed the streets in

1888. He targeted women, slit their

throats, mutilated them and often took

parts of them, such as the heart. He sent

letters to the police boasting about how

they would never find him.

The topic eventually moved on

to Ireland in 1841, when the population

dropped from 8 million to 5 million. She

said that in the 1880s there were far more

homicides. Sickeningly enough, most

were of babies and the elderly.

Weapon in those days was

apparently uncommon. People guilty of

crimes were often hanged, the last hang-

ing having been in 1954. Lives didn’t

seem to be worth all that much in the 19th

century.

There were usually only 3 peo-

ple that investigated a crime scene back

then: an officer, a forensic pathologist and

an assistant.

Dr Cassidy went through what

investigators would be looking for at the

scene of a crime, such as blood patterns,

shoe prints, location & position of body,

and any injuries sustained during a possi-

ble struggle.

She told us that dentistry was

first used as evidence in court in 1849,

and X-ray was first used in a murder case

in *.

When asked why she does what

she does, she replied that she finds foren-

sics fascinating. She added “I find it sat-

isfying being able to tell families what

happened to their loved ones”. Referring

to how she copes with dealing with death

every day, she says that her job might be

upsetting to some people and a lot of

workers new to the job quit in the first

week because they can’t handle it, but she

keeps strictly to the examination of the

body and doesn’t dwell on it. Dr Cassidy

also revealed that she had no idea what

she wanted to be when she was younger.

She also claimed, “There has never been

a case that’s made me want to quit”. She

tells us that she has examined around

10,000 bodies in her career.

Dr Cassidy thinks that the rea-

son so many people attempt her job is

because “the CSI effect seems glamorous,

and people get interested for the wrong

reasons.” She added “But really only 5-

10% of the job is fabulous and that’s what

keeps us doing it.”

When Dr Cassidy was asked if

she had any advice or tips for people who

wanted to get a career in forensics and

criminology, she couldn’t stress enough

that they should get a good degree in

medicine/ science, as there were very few

openings in forensics and it would really

help them.
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Interview with DCU President

Béibhinn Irish Cummins and  Tommy Collison
caught up with DCU’s President Brian Mac Craith in
what he told us was his first ever interview after com-
ing into office during the first week of CTYI: Session 2.
Over the precious 15 minutes afforded to

us, we grilled the President on such

issues such as his opinions on CTYI (his

son’s a TA!), his thoughts on DCU and

what the future holds. 

We began by asking the obvi-

ous question – “what do you think of

CTYI?”. 

“It’s fantastic!” he laughs,

telling us how it gives the kids a chance

to develop a broad range of skills and

also serves as introduction to college life

(something some students had already

picked up on). “Cliff Bernstein” he tells

us, in what is almost a conspiratorial

whisper, referring to the famed manager

of Metallica, the Red Hot Chili Peppers

and an AWESOME beard, “is a big fan

of the program”. 

When asked to describe an

average day as President of DCU, he

tells us how he starts his day at 8 (later

than us -- no fair!) and spends his day in

meetings, “making connections and

alliances”.

We then brought him on to the

subject of DCU – “it’s the best” he

jokes, smiling. “We’re punching above

our weight” he tells us, now serious.

“Nobody works closer with the industry

and enterprise sectors”. He goes on to

explain how DCU is a modern and

dynamic university and shall continue to

be. 

Oddly, the President refused to

voice his opinion on college fees – an

area his predecessor was quite outspoken

about. He offered this comment: “we’re

saying to the government: ‘the cuts have

to stop’.”

“What challenges does DCU

face?” we asked. He stopped to think

about this one, before continuing “well,

they’re [challenges face] are not unique

to us [DCU]. There’s the resource prob-

lem as well as the fact that the jobs we’ll

have in 2015 don’t exist at the moment”,

he went onto say, echoing California-

based technology investor Paul

Graham’s thoughts, that “...there are

other jobs you can't learn about, because

no one is doing them yet. Most of the

work I've done in the last ten years didn't

exist when I was in high school.” 

To finish on a light note, we

asked the President about his inaugura-

tion, specifically the music which

received much acclaim. 

“I thoroughly enjoyed it” he told us

brightly. Our time was then up. We took

a few photographs and shook hands once

again as he left us with this promise: 

“We will continue to support

CTYI”

I think we speak on behalf of all students

that CTYIziens everywhere will be hold-

ing Professor McCraith to that promise.
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What happens on the Polish corridor?

Students wondering what the odd noises

are that have been keeping them awake

at night should look no further than the

TVs in The Polish Corridor. TPC is an

ever-present cloud of omen hanging over

the 2nd floor, a source of terror to some

students. “I’m afraid to keep my door on

the latch” said Megan, 14, adding that

she is “sometimes too scared to sleep at

night” because she’s “afraid of what

goes on there”.

One social hour a group of

brave CTYIzens formed a camp outside

the infamous “No CTYI students beyond

this point” sign, waiting for signs of life.

A few muffled thuds were heard, but no

one entered or left. After waiting for an

hour, we gave up and left.

We then spoke to a traumatized

student who had been in the corridor.

Not realising it was off-limits, our

source had sprinted through the corridor.

She told us it was “a terrifying experi-

ence” and that the whole place “smelled

of cigarette smoke”. She said she was

“lucky to be alive”.

One lunch, we decided to try

our luck again and actually saw someone

entering the corridor.

An official looking man, Teek,

agreed to a quick interview. Teek told us

he lives in V219 as a housekeeper and

that he is here “just for the summer”. He

says he finds us students “annoying and

loud” but not as annoying as the

Sportalians, saying that they are “even

worse because they cannot understand”

anything he says.

When asked if he liked his job,

Teek became irritated, yelling “What do

you think? If you would work here and

clean up after everbody, would you like

it?” Stong words from a clearly tortured

soul. 

We let Teek get back to his

business but were left with even more

questions. Who else lives on the corri-

dor? Do they feed the workers there?

And most importantly, will the tortured

employees go on a psychotic rampage

and end us all? Only time will tell.

The ‘Polish Corridor on the 2nd floor’ as it has become known is a mystery to all
CTYIzens. Who lives there? Why can’t we enter? Jenny O’Connor and Conor
Scully went to investigate this enigmatic stretch.

If there was such a thing as the Points game...

If there was such a thing as the points

Game, (which of course, there is not),

the concept of such a game (scoring for

points) would seem like an easy enough

one to grasp. If this hypothetical game

WERE to exist, surely the masterminds

behind it would have set out some sort

of guidelines which everybody could

follow and which would remain eternal-

ly undisputed WERE this game to exist,

which IT DOES NOT.

But due to an explosion in

promiscuity and an array of strange situ-

ations in which nobody seems to fully

know how many points they would be

scoring (WERE this game to exist) this

hypothetical Game has fallen into an

abyss of confusion, prejudice from the

admin, and a general feeling of what-

the-hell-is-going-on.

Surely the hypothetical solution

to this hypothetical problem would be to

set out an official system of guidelines to

assist first-time players of this hypotheti-

cal game. But  due to its non-existent

status, official recordings and verifica-

tions have been rendered impossible, as

even mentioning the game can warrant a

phone call home, or even expulsion,

(hence the hypothetical nature of this

article).

And so CTYIzens are reduced

to verification from shady eye-witness

accounts, dodgy rumours and word of

mouth. But even after clarification, how

can we separate honest scoring from the

yarnspinners and the complete rubbish. 

The answer is simple, fellow

hypothetical Point players - acceptance

and recognition of this practice as a

legitimate tradition. Only then will

everybody be able to enjoy the game as

it is – just a bit of fun.

Happy playing!

Áine Kavanagh &
Frankie Nesirky
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Interview with Colm

The walk towards the canteen, the site of

our interview with Colm O’Reilly,

Director of CTYI, was nerve wrecking.

Would he be welcoming? What would he

be wearing? And most importantly, what

is his real opinion of CAT? 

After a quick picture and some

nervous banter, we asked a couple of soft

questions to moisten his tongue. But it

was these questions that gave us perhaps

our most revelatory finding. 

Colm O’Reilly’s favourite show

is Gossip Girl. “That is Monday night” he

squeals, before adding “Chuck! What a

character. Where does he get the

clothes?” 

At first coming across as slight-

ly ditzy and excitable, Colm soon settles

down and we begin with our first bout of

questions; Colm: The Man. 

Colm’s eyes light up as he

describes his “very good” childhood. The

youngest in his family, he says he was

“spoilt” by the rest of his family. He led

quite a secluded life, saying mournfully

that his school was “literally down the

Conor Scully and Jessie Connell meet the
Director of CTYI, Colm O’Reilly

road from [his] house” in Artane. 

He begins to well up as he

describes his crushed childhood ambi-

tions of becoming a “footballer, initially”.

A free spirit, Colm “never really thought

about” his future until college, where he

studied, bizarrely, Accountancy. 

Finding Accountancy boring,

“No offence to anyone in Modern

Business Acumen”, he adds hastily, he

considered journalism for a while, but

found “the hedonistic lifestyle” to be too

much for him. 

He then took a HDip where his

current life really got underway. He

enjoyed secondary school teaching, say-

ing that he “loved the sound of [his] own

voice.” 

But it was one fateful day, walk-

ing through The Street, where the legend

really began. He saw an ad seeking RAs

for CTYI 1993, and the rest, he chuckles,

is “monumental”. 

Having finished probing his per-

sonal life, we moved onto our second

topic; Colm: The Leader. 

We tentatively began with our

more “controversial” questions. Colm

smiles wryly when asked whether CTYI

is elitist. He “accepts that criticism of the

program”, but says he “feels uncomfort-

able with that term”, adding that he wants

CTYI to be seen as “inclusive”. 

We then move on to possibly our

hot button question. What caused CTYI

to set up the Centre for Academically

Talented? Colm vehemently denies that

CAT was set up for financial reasons.

According to Colm, CAT was set up

mainly for students who were “a couple

of points below” qualifying for CTYI,

and people who had participated in Baby

CTYI. 

But will there be another course

set up for people who just fail to get into

CAT? And so on in a vicious circle? Yes,

says Colm. This was the first year that the

Summer Scholars program ran, which

does not require a particular test score for

entry. Colm wants to make SS residential

in the near future, saying that it helps peo-

ple who are “uncomfortable with the

assessment procedure”. So, in the future,

Colm envisions “three fully fledged resi-

dential programs” running during the

summer. 

Conor Scully and Jessie Connell

with Colm
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Some sources have alleged that

CTYI had asked Tales Of The Quad to

remove certain pages, but Colm again

vehemently denies any such claim. He

claims he “kinda likes” the page but does-

n’t “check it every day or anything”. He

seems shocked when we quiz him about

the removal claims, saying he “didn’t ask

anyone to do that”. He adds that parents

who are “intimidated by the wiki should

not send their kids in the first place” 

Many CTYIzens strongly con-

sider returning to DCU as RAs especially,

but what qualities does Colm look for in

potential employees? Colm emphasizes

the need for “experience of childcare”

and “understanding of the responsibilities

associated with the job” in applicants,

also saying that he would always reserve

at least 25% of jobs for non-CTYI alum-

ni. 

Our interview with Mr. O’Reilly

was intriguing, and it left us with a much

better understanding of this elusive char-

acter. We left Colm then, leaving him free

to watch his Gossip Girl repeats. XOXO

Gossip Girl.

Colm Facts
Full name: Colm Joseph O’Reilly

Favourite band: REM

Favourite film: The Departed

Favourite TV show: Gossip Girl

Assassin game causes controversy

The administration at CTYI is infamous for

defacing the things we hold dear (adding a

‘K’ to ‘Nutsack’, banning bathrobes in the

Larkin, attempts to shut down

TalesOfTheQuad.com etc.), and it seems his-

tory is repeating itself in the latest CTYI con-

troversy, in which the admin have banned

‘any establishment and/or subsequent playing

of the Assassin Game during the CTYI pro-

gram.’

In an effort to discover the whole

story, I took it upon myself to interview the

person behind the attempted introduction of

the Assassin Game to CTYI, Pirate Deco.

We sit down amidst the chaos at

the canteen, and he begins to tell me the

story of the game. 

“The Assassin Game is, essentially,

a live-action game, in which participants are

assigned targets, or ‘victims’ and must try to

‘assassinate’ them, traditionally by marking

them with a pen or placing a sticker on their

person. Proof (either a photo or two witness-

es) is needed of the ‘killing’ and once this is

verified, the target is proclaimed ‘dead’ and

is out of the game. You target’s target then

becomes your next target. The game contin-

ues until there’s one participant left, who

wins the game.”

“Participants initially submit their

names and numbers to a communal list. Their

victims are chosen from this list only. And

you are notified of your victim by text (hence

the need for your phone number).” (Deco

also added that he had acquired over 120

names before he was stopped, so there obvi-

ously is a lot of interest).”

“It’s also really popular in universi-

ties in the U.S., and I’ve spoken to R.A.s

who said they’ve played it in colleges here.”

But why has it been banned in

C.T.Y.I.?

“Well, [the C.T.Y.I. officials] said

that although the Assassin Game is not meant

to played in class (playing of the game out-

side designated hours is forbidden,  resulting

in exclusion from the game), according to

accounts of R.A.s’ experiences of it in col-

lege , it would nevertheless continue into the

classroom, causing constant disruption.”

Perhaps there is also a risk that,

rather like the way in which the Points Game

escalated, the Assassin Game could evolve

from merely marking your victim with a pen,

to actual violence?

“I sincerely doubt that would hap-

pen. The Assassin Game is hinged on the reg-

ulations and policies of D.C.U.,  or whatever

university it’s being played in. Any disregard

for the rules renders immediate expulsion

from the game.”

Would you, as the self-appointed

moderator of the game, be willing to adhere

to modifications suggested by D.C.U. if it

meant the game would be permitted?

“Oh of course, and I completely

understand where they’re coming from.”

Perhaps the game could be played

only on a certain day of the week? Or only as

an evening activity supervised by the R.A.s?

(rhetorical questions – directed at admin)

So why are you so dedicated to

introducing this game to C.T.Y.I?

“Well, we had talked about in class

(Game Theory – figures). In fact, it was our

T.A. (Shane) who originally brought it up. I

just think it would be a good way of spend-

ing Social Time, a new tradition.”

From my description of this inter-

view, you may have guessed that I am firmly

in the belief that the Assassin Game should

be permitted at C.T.Y.I. It would be a build-

ing block for friendships, give people a

chance to show off their previously hidden

military talents. Of course the game would

not be played in ‘safe zones’, such as class-

rooms and other places of work, and not out-

side specified hours. 

Although Pirate Deco has

expressed his full respect for the administra-

tion’s authority on such matters and did, as

you can see above, say he would be willing

to change the game to their recommenda-

tions, he reacted badly after I passed on some

of John the A.R.C.'s suggestions. Deco stated

that they would "completely change the

game, that the whole point is that [the assas-

sination] can happen at any time." 

I now ask any administrative figure

to rethink their decision to ban this practice

before it even had a chance to show its cred-

it, and I ask you, the students of C.T.Y.I., to

ask yourselves the question: if we were treat-

ed to such lengthy , if enjoyable talks about

innovation last Thursday, then why is this

shining example of innovation and creativity

being shot down by our administrators? It

seems that D.C.U. wants us to be innovative,

just not while we’re their responsibility.

Further Explanation of the Assassin Game

(a la Wiki): 

Game hosts (also 'Umpires', 'Referees')

begin by advertising that a game is being set

up, and instruct potential players to send in

their personal details. Once enough players

have signed up, the game host assigns targets

to the players. A player is usually told the

personal details of their target as collected by

the game host. The aim of the game is for

players to track down and eliminate their tar-

gets until only one player remains. When a

player eliminates his target, he gets his vic-

tim's target(s). If only one player remains, the

game is over. 

Eliminations (also known as kills) occur

when a target is removed from the game

because of his targeter's actions. Game rules

always list the actions that cause elimination.

For example, an elimination could involve

wetting the target with a water pistol. Targets

that are eliminated tend to remain eliminated.

Some rules allow players to eliminate their

killer (self defense). 

Generally, elimination is carried

out using items and methods that cause no

actual damage and, in many cases, cannot be

mistaken by bystanders for real weapons or

acts of violence. 

A safe-zone is a place that protects a player

from elimination. Safe-zones are declared by

game hosts. They are picked to maximize

fairness and minimize disruptiveness. Safe-

zones that increase fairness are places players

are required to go, and places players live.

Safe-zones that decrease disruptiveness are

places where formal activities happen (e.g.

classrooms, religious buildings, and work-

places). 

Áine Kavanagh
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Sportalians: Who are they?

Our first attempt at gaining some insight

into the Sportalian experience was unsuc-

cessful. We approached Sara, an innocent

enough looking girl. However, she blew

us off, gesticulating wildly and then run-

ning off to the canteen in an almost erot-

ic frenzy. She has not been seen since.

But over the next two days, we

spoke to a number of other Sportalians

and, overall, we were left with a radically

different opinion of this not-actually-too-

bad-after-all group.

Perhaps our most revelatory

finding was that very few of the

Sportalians actually wear sunglasses.

Gloria, 17, asked around in her group of

six and found only one sunglasses wearer.

Filippo, 16, said it was “no [sic] sunny for

glasses”. We felt discouraged that we had

put so much effort into procuring pairs so

we could blend in, but were fascinated by

this piece of news.

Most of the people we spoke to

were positive about Ireland. Ludovica,

14, said it was “very pretty”. However,

the weather was a touchier subject. Gloria

and Ludovica both described the weather

as “so-so”, while Filippo went as far as to

make a vomiting gesture when we asked

him.

Are the Sportalians the horndogs

we see them as? Perhaps. Marta, 14, and

Gloria both denied that there was a lot of

kissing going on. But Giorgio, 16, and

Armando, 17, said there was “lots of kiss-

ing at discos”. 

When asked their opinion of

Irish girls, both men seemed intimidated

by the prominence of dyed hair, with

Giorgio wistfully saying “Why is all the

hair purple?” They also seemed intimi-

dated by the gingers of our group.

We then caught up with a

Sportalian RA, Chiara. She was extreme-

ly enthusiastic about Ireland, saying that

it was “beautiful”. She also had a good

opinion of Irish men, calling Conor “very

handsome”, while batting her eyelids

seductively. 

Chiara said there was “no trou-

ble” with her students and “little kissing”,

adding that perhaps the kids hide when

they ‘get to know each other.’ Do they

have a place we don’t know of? Possibly.

We asked all interviewees to

describe Ireland in one word. “Cold”

“Rain” “Cold” were the negative respons-

es, with “Green” and “Pretty” being at the

top end.

All in all, we were left with quite

a positive impression of this misunder-

stood minority. Like us, they just want to

have a good time and improve their levels

of knowledge. Perhaps the sunglass wear-

ers are the real jerks, as we were too

intimidated to approach any of them.

A one year anomaly in an other-

wise endless parade of horrible people, or

a genuinely misunderstood and preju-

diced group? It’s not for us to decide.

Sportalians. That word alone incites fear and loathing in many a CTYIzen, conjuring
up disturbing images of sunglass wearing chain-smokers having 3am raves in the
Quad. But in our haste to make an enemy of these people, have we been too quick
to judge them? Mary Kathryn Louise Clarke, Jenny O’Connor and Conor Scully
spoke to a few Sportalians, with the hope of learning something positive about them.
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Interview with Rollo

What was the inspiration behind paint-

ing yourself red? 

I needed a character that looked distinc-

tive and she’s the Red Queen and I’ll go

to any lengths to emulate her. 

What do you mean by “the rain is com-

ing”? 

I was thinking of things I could do to the

Sportalians in my nightmares. 

Who is your role model? 

I don’t really have a role model; the clos-

est I’d go is my dad. 

Could you describe yourself in three

words? 

Red, awkward and friendly 

How many points are you on? 

Six. 

Would you care to give details…..?

Definitely not. 

Where is your roommate?

He left for some reason, I have no idea

why but now I have two rooms, one for

rubbish and one for reading the newspa-

per. 

Is it true you store chicken in your

shower? 

Where do you see yourself in 10 years

time? 

Dictator of the world. 

Could you explain how you plan to

accomplish this?

Buy land in Greenland because it’s worth

almost nothing then steal nukes from

Pakistan which will be relatively easy

because it’s defended by a bunch of IT

professionals. I would then find a field

and set them up and cause random global

warming forcing the population to move

north to the colder countries such as

Greenland where I will be leader. Or fail-

ing that I will recruit a small private army

and rob Bermuda and work up from there. 

Would you care to comment on your

personal relationship with any of the

female residents on campus? 

Absolutely not 

Who or what inspires your infamous

fashion sense? 

A severe lack of sleep and lots of coffee 

What do you think of your legendary

on-campus status? 

Do I have one? 

Much myth surrounds the person that is Rollo Montgomery Konig-Brock. Where is his
roommate? Why does he wear that hat? Does he really store chicken in his shower?
Journalism students Frankie Nesirky and Molly O’Connor Set out to put the record
straight once and for all and find out  – Who is Rollo? 

Interview with a canteen worker

At first reluctant for an interview,

Needsum gradually opened up and

became happy to answer to answer our

queries, if not tell us her name.

Neesdum began by giving us a

run through of her day. Unbeknownst to

students – Except for those pesky morn-

ing runners – Ms. Flava arrives at 7am to

prepare the days fare. “It’s a bit of a trek

out here from Balbriggan”, she sighs,

clearly lost in her old dreams of becom-

ing a ballet dancer.

However, she is “enormously

proud” of her job, her eyes lighting up as

she describes the “formal banquet” she

helped to prepare last week for the new

DCU President.

During the summer she works

12 hour days, whereas during the main

college year she leaves at 3pm.

When asked her opinion on the

CTYI menu, Needsum says that she

would happily eat anything prepared by

the canteen. She seems shocked when

saying that “pasta is probably the most

popular food”. “Yous must REALLY like

the pasta”, she wonders, staring appre-

hensively at approaching Sportalians.

While we were left with a posi-

tive impression of Ms. Flava, others were

not so sure about the staff. Fiona, 13, said

that “they are kind of rude” and they

“never really say anything”. An anony-

mous TA said they had “never been par-

ticularly friendly”, glancing shiftily as if

remembering a horrid run in with the

workers.

As a final question for Needsum,

we asked if they still put pigeon in the

food. “We never put pigeon in the food!”

she screamed, surprised and offended by

such an accusation. A blatant cover-up?

We may never know.

As far as CTYI ‘traditions’ go, making fun of the canteen food comes naturally. It is
easy for us to sit and make fun of the woefully undercooked chips and rubbery
pasta, but at the end of the day, somebody has to prepare it. Conor Scully and
Áine Kavanagh caught up with Canteen ‘chef’ Needsum Flava (Alias) to ask about
her job.
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5 things to better your CTYI

experience for under €10
Tommy Collison looks at five cheap but useful things which can make your time in
CTYI even better!

1 LED light/torch Sure, you usually see these on the back of bicycle but

these can totally be brought to CTYI. From late-night

stumbling to the bathroom to reading under the covers,

these fall under the category of ‘awesome stuff that

doesn’t take up a lot of room so you shouldn’t think

twice about bringing them’.

Price: €5.97

Ear phones2
Quite aside from listening to your iPod or other MP3

player, earphones also drown out a lot of background

noise. I’m an abnormally light sleeper myself, but a

lot of my friends complain of random Sportalians

coming into the Quad at all hours and yelling and

waking a lot of CTYI students. Protect yourself from

being woken by these continental types with a pair of

earphones. 

Price: Anywhere from about
€7.99 to hundreds

3 Extension cord If you’re like 99.9% of CTYI students, you’ll have

brought your phone to CTYI. If you’re not an idiot,

you’ll also have brought a charger for it. If you’re like

me, you text your friends last thing before going

asleep. If you’re like normal people, last thing before

going asleep you’ll be in bed. To make all of the

above possible (i.e. charging at night, being in bed and

texting), you’ll probably need an extension cord

because the majority of the rooms have the beds on

the opposite side of the room from the plugs.

Price: €4.99
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4 Waffles One of the few culinary delights that CTYI provide

us with is a humble toaster. Waffles are a great

snack to have because they a) cook in the toaster b)

are ready in minutes and c) go well with an assort-

ment of stuff like jam or chocolate spread.

Price: About €3

5 Sleep CTYI is pretty intensive going and it’s no fun if

you’re getting through each day like a zombie and

collapsing at 10:30. As fun as it might be, try not to

stay up til 3am because everything (classwork,

friends, overall enjoyment) will definitely suffer.

Colm O’Reilly says that the enjoyment aspect is as

important as the academic side of things, and the

friends you make at CTYI are unique in that they’re

a group of similarly intelligent, like-minded (you all

picked that class, remember?) people, so you want

to enjoy the limited time you have together. What

time you ‘waste’ on sleep will be made up again

double by the social time you all share.

Price: Free!
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Class Reviews

Computer Applications

The name of the class gives it all away

really. When we walked in for our few

minutes’ observation, we were greeted

by a room full of people staring at com-

puters. Everyone seemed very relaxed

and happy to be there, but there was also

the sense that they knew exactly what

they were doing.

We decided that the best way to

figure out what this class was really like

was to ask the students in the class. We

asked a 13 year old girl what she really

thought of the class and she said simply:

‘Brilliant’ and gave it a 10/10. When we

asked a guy called Simon what he

thought about it he said ‘It's pretty good,

everyone gets along great.’ When asked

to describe it in 2 words he said it was

‘casual’ and ‘fun.’ When asked about the

class work, Emmet (14), said ‘We read

stuff and do what it tells you, and

Robbie [the teacher] always explains

anything you don't understand right

away.’

On average the students rated it

9/10 and seemed genuinely enthusiastic

about the class. We also noticed that the

teacher explained everything in a way

that even us journalism students under-

stood.

At this point we decided then

that it would be interesting to get the

teacher’s perspective on the class as it

was his first year teaching the course.

When asked what he thought of the class

he replied that it was ‘very sociable for a

computers class.’ In a blatantly obvious

attempt to get a good word in for him-

self, he described himself as ‘hip, cool,

and really with it.’ What exactly it is we

can’t be sure, but he did seem like a

good teacher.

In general we got a great vibe

from the class and would definitely rec-

ommend it as a course to take, but you

should definitely have at least some

interest in computers to enjoy and appre-

ciate its full potential.

Peter Hanrahan & Mary Clarke

Ever wondered what it would have been like to do a different course this
year? Not sure which course you’d like to try next year? The Cadoozle visited
different classrooms around CTYI to see what they were learning...

Write, Act, Perform
“If any of you think you’re writing a

novel, the Novel Writing class is that

way”, says instructor Maria, gesturing in

a random direction. And so sets the tone

for an enjoyable, if surprisingly sombre,

15 minutes in the presence of the WAP

class.

On entering the room, we did

not receive a round of applause, but

Maria’s welcoming hug gave us a sense

of belonging.

Maria’s grace, charisma and

ditzy charm carried the class through an

otherwise monotonous morning, The

class was learning about stage directions

and seemed faintly uninterested despite

Maria’s overwhelming passion.

However, the class livened up

considerably when reading an extract

from “The Plough and the Stars”,

attempting accents with, eh, varying

degrees of success.

While the students were keen,

they were no where near as cool as the

legendary class of 2009.

In general, WAP seems like an

upbeat class, but it is Maria’s poise and

elegance that really makes the WAP 
experience amazing.

Conor Scully & Jessie Connell

Maths Experience
As mathematical illiterates we were

expecting our brains to explode within

two minutes of entering Modern Maths,

sorry: The Maths Experience. However

we were pleasantly surprised to find that

the work was so well explained and well

taught that even we were able to under-

stand what was going on. 

When we entered the class it

was immediately obvious that the stu-

dents were engrossed in the subject

which featured a drunken spiral, a crater,

a man who looked faintly like Dopey of

the seven dwarves and a cicada bursting

out of itself. All of this was miraculously

tied into prime numbers but despite the

fascinating subject matter much of the

class seemed slightly distracted by the

TA (ourselves included). Students felt

free to offer their opinions on the topic

and the 15 minutes went quickly thanks

to Emily’s relaxed yet informative teach-

ing style. 

One student commented “Prime

numbers are awesome” and after our

time in the Maths Experience we defi-

nitely agree with them. 

Molly O’Connor & Frankie Nesirky
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Sports Science
Walking into C104 on a damp

Wednesday morning, I discovered the

Sports Science class in groups preparing

for presentations. I decided to skulk to

the back of the classroom and take out

my notepad and pencil while I waited for

them to finish.

Looking to the front of the

room, I read the Powerpoint slide that

flashed up on the projector, hoping to

gain some insight into the subject of the

group work. the slide was filled with

words that meant nothing to me, (such as

flexion and adduction), but I managed to

gather that they were to do a presenta-

tion on the different types of movements

in joints. I only had a vague idea of what

this might have to do with Sport

Science, but I decided to wait and see.

Turns out, the class were learn-

ing about how the usual range of motion

for the different joints must be known so

that sports injuries can be analysed. But

this turned out to be only part of the les-

son, as the teacher, Aislinn Sherwin, then

put up a slideshow about how posture

and gait developed through childhood.

This is apparently called the ‘Gait

Cycle.’

The slideshow led straight into

a series of videos demonstrating this

development, which I personally found

really interesting. Then I finally heard

the word that told me exactly what it

was they were learning: ‘Biomechanics.’

A fascinating, interactive class,

with students eager to participate, Sports

Science seems to be a great subject to

learn about.

Peter Hanrahan

Medicine
We walked into the room as medicine

teacher Caoimhe Howard was sitting,

relaxed on the desk in the centre of the

room , explaining in a soft tone about

the various treatments of the different

types of diabetes. The projector screen

displayed different pieces of information

on the causes, treatments and monitoring

of the disease. They then moved on to

studying different side sicknesses caused

by Diabetes.

Along the walls, project posters

were hanging up, the student’s handi-

work, of various diseases I presumed,

and the bullet points were projected on

the board from the teacher’s computer.

The sun was seeping through the blinds

that looked out on the car park and the

class sat on either side of the semi-circle

rows of seats.

Meanwhile, students seemed

un-phased by the laughter coming from

outside the closed blinds of the window,

listening intently to the present subject

and leaning over their copies to jot down

notes, only disrupted by mini-T’s walk-

ing past the open door of the classroom

with their playful chatter.

The medical class however, was

far too interested in the topic on hand to

be talking. As Caoimhe talked of

Diabetic Ketoacidosis and

Hypoglycaemia the class understood the

medical jargon like they would plain

English. The only sound they made was

when the teacher asked them on the

symptoms they would look for to diag-

nose, with the students mentioning skin

tenting, dry mucus membranes and pale-

ness. They knew their stuff.

When confronted with claims

that they were so quiet and immersed in

the subject, the students retorted saying

that they did most of the theory in the

morning, so it’s usually ‘boring’, and

had the practical learning later after

lunch. The class was planning a trip later

on that day to the National Institute of

Cellular Biotechnology (NICB) in DCU

but other activities they had participated

in were dissecting hearts and isolating

onion cells.

But on leaving the class and

saying our thank-you’s, we don’t think

they noticed our presence at all and con-

tinued working on the coursework. It

seemed every student had a thorough

interest in the subject and were happy to

learn. In comparison, our journalism

class looks like the most unruly, misbe-

haved class ever to walk CTYI!

Niamh Moriarty & Fiona Carroll

Astronomy
This is the complete wrong time” laughs

the teacher ruefully to us, as we enter

XG-19, the Astronomy classroom. The

students are doing group-work: how do

we get to Mars, and how do we make it

habitable when we’re there?

The student beside me explains

the problems facing them: too much

CO2 (and not enough oxygen), the lack

of liquid water and food, the fact that

Mars is “a bit chilly” and trying to find

fuel to get there, back, and last them for

the duration of their trip. 

Who they would bring to Mars

was the main cause of discussion among

the students: psychologists, doctors and

engineers seemed to be the agreed voca-

tions required, but pilots and comedians

were also offered.

When asked if they chose the

class because they wanted a career with

the stars (pun intended), most responded

that they did it because they’d always

had an interest in Astronomy, although

one told me of her ambition to become

an astronaut.

Their average day involves put-

ting the theory that they had learnt to use

in games and activities. They also

explored the maths and physics behind

the theory.

“Imagine getting stuck up there

with a load of Sportalians!” laughs one

student, talking about the difficulties of

getting to the Red Planet. When asked if

there were any last problems when

inhabiting Mars, one student pointed out

“Martians?”

The class has a laid-back

atmosphere, with impressively-beard-

clad Stuart Kehoe leading the class with

a jovial yet intelligent hand.

Tommy Collison & Cathal Flattery
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War and Conflict Studies

Affectionately abbreviated to W.A.C.S.

by its students, War and Conflict Studies

initially appears sadistic and possibly

psychotic.

As we entered the classroom,

the class were unnervingly calm as they

watched a documentary on WWII. They

seemed indifferent to detailed descrip-

tions of horrific deaths and disturbing

images.

But perhaps this merely shows

that these young men and women have

bravely accepted the inevitability of war.

This unexpected maturity perhaps

explains the lack of humour in the class.

There was no talking apart from Grace,

the instructor’s explanation of the film

they had just seen, and there was an

atmosphere of great interest in the sub-

ject. It was very unfortunate that we had

a limited amount of time in the class-

room and so could not observe more of

this class’s dynamic.

Two people also asked serious

questions, which got serious answers. I

suppose that to study this difficult, emo-

tional subject, a great deal of maturity is

needed, as well as a great understanding

of the ethics of war.

Áine Kavanagh & Mary Clarke

Philosophy

All eyes seemed to fall on me as I

entered the room where the Philosophy

class was taking place. The teacher

Fiachra O’Brolchain, was very friendly

and welcoming.

There was a very unnerving

atmosphere in the room, very quiet and

serious. A world apart from the loud,

jokey journalism class I’m used to.

The topics discussed seemed to

be clearly understood by the Philosophy

students, but to the outsider, or at least

me anyway, they seemed to be speaking

some odd foreign language.

As I observed from a seat at the

back, they discussed how objects are

collections of ideas and how nothing

which isn’t perceived exists. Makes no

sense to me, but okay…

After some other very confus-

ing topics, the class were told to think

about themselves thinking in order to get

an expression of what’s happening. They

then discussed the experience. “I ended

up thinking about the fact I was thinking

about thinking” one girl said.

They then discussed a clip

about how “no term is meaningful unless

there is an impression from which its

meaning can be learned”, which I would

not understand at all, but the students

seemed to understand perfectly.

I left as they started talking

about Pegusus or something. "But now

we’re getting into the REALLY interest-

ing stuff" said Fiachra enthusiastically.

Although Philosophy seems like a very

interesting subject, I think my brain

might have exploded with confusion if I

had stayed any longer.

I think Philosophy seems like a

very good, interesting class, and would

reccommend it, but it is not the ideal

class for the easily distracted or con-

fused.

Béibhinn Irish Cummins

Game Theory

As we entered the classroom we were

greeted by the teacher Martin and TA

Shane, along with the game theory stu-

dents.

They split into two groups to

play Hi-Lo Knockout. In the end each

group had two winners. The four win-

ners then played against each other until

only one was left standing.

We learned how to count cards.

The cards 2-6 are +1, 7-9 are +0, 10-Ace

are -1.

The class had a nice relaxed

atmosphere. Overall we had a great time

in Game theory. We were also told to say

they bully Joanna O Malley.

Megan Ryan & Jenny O’Connor

Novel Writing
Walking into the classroom, Novel

Writing teacher Claire greets us with a

smile and a bubbly hello. The “worka-

holic” class as Claire calls them are busy

writing their novel ‘Bill and Ben’.

We sit down with class member

Helen who talked to us about the class,

“Its tough work but it’s worth it” she

tells us, “We all try to contribute as

much we can”. Each member of the

class were given two chapters with 1500

words in each chapter to complete by the

end of week two. The class then begin

an indivudual novel using the techniques

and styles they learned throughout the

course. “We’re just one happy class-

room!” Helen exclaims, she seems right,

conversing naturally with each other the

class seem interested and happy.

After interviewing Helen we sat

down with teacher Claire who jumped

up and down in joy when we asked her

for a moment of her time. Claire, a past

pupil here at CTYI, tells us that “being a

teacher is almost as fun as being a stu-

dent!” Claire tells us that the class are

"Terrific" and "great fun".

This class seems interesting,

exciting and enjoyable, and with the help

of Claire, we’re sure there’s no end to

the laughter. 

Seán Gallagher & Niamh Corcoran
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The first full Sunday of the CTYI and

CAT programmes arrived with a bright

morning, casting a similarly bright atti-

tude over the students as they gathered

in the Stone Circle, ready for their vari-

ous excursions to places such as the

National Aquatic Centre, the Botanic

Gardens and the Zoo. Boarding the bus

for the zoo, the students were all cheery,

looking forward to the hours to come.

Before entering the zoo, some

students were seen applying suncream,

while others worried about burning. But,

(as though by some conspiracy in the

heavens), rain began to fall on the unsus-

pecting visitors, ready to dampen our

moods.

And this dampened mood was-

n’t restricted to us either. Arriving at

each enclosure in turn, it was plain to

see that the animals were in similar

humour. Animals that can usually be

seen roaming around their fabricated

eco-systems seemed to prefer to lounge

or sleep in whatever shelter they could

find.

In between showers, we were

able to find a few animals willing to put

up with the weather; the penguins and

sea lions being notable examples, swim-

ming around in glee at yet more water

for them to play in.

As is usual on trips to the zoo, a

trip to the gift shop was in order. While

many only bought drinks (at an exorbi-

tant rate I might add), others bought

things such as glow sticks or souvenir

magnets and the like.

All in all, the zoo trip was a

moderate success, great as a temporary

escape from the confines of the DCU

campus, but the rain manged to suck a

lot of the fun out of the day. But hey, it’s

Ireland, what did we expect?

CTYI / CAT Zoo Trip

Peter Hanrahan reports on the CAT/CTYI weekend trip to Dublin Zoo
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Activity Reviews

Nutsac: Game or Gang Warfare?

Nutsac, to the uninitiated, is a game that

has been played by CTYI students since

the dawn of time. It involves a juggling

ball or similarly-dimensioned object (the

“Nutsac”) being thrown by players at

other players to hit them and knock them

out until only the victor remains.

Sounds simple, eh? That’s

before you factor in the two rules the

game has: 

1. No overarm throwing and 

2. Once someone has picked up the

Nutsac, no-one is allowed to move their

feet. 

This makes dodging the Nutsac very dif-

ficult.

The game has the potential to

be a source of great fun for all who join

the game, and so it was for many years.

However, in recent times, it seems that

players are creating impromptu “gangs”

so that they have an advantage over indi-

viduals.

This makes it near-impossible

for individuals to come close to winning,

as anyone doing remotely well is singled

out and eliminated, until only “gang-

members” remain.

So is the DCU campus turning

into the new Sicily? Are gangs such as

the “Wolf Pack” going to start demand-

ing protection money? Will the Nutsac

soon become known as “my leetle

friend?” Only time will tell I’m afraid.

Peter Hanrahan

The Cadoozle took part in some of this year’s activities. Here our

reporters fill you in on what you may have missed...
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Quidditch

The activity Quidditch came about after

many shouts of Gryffindor were heard

around campus. The RA Laura came up

with the idea much to students delight.

Sadly it was only there once.

When we interviewed Laura she

explained the rules:

1. When you had the ball(s) you 

could only move 3 steps before you 

had to pass it/them.

2. The ball(s) had to  be in the air at all 

times

3. You had to get the ball(s) through 

one of the 3 hoopies at either end of 

the field

4. There was 10 minutes a side

5. The ref sometimes dropped the 

Golden Snitch in

6. You got 50 points if you got the 

Golden Snitch through a hoopie

We then caught up with some students

who played the once off activity.

Ann-Marie (Hufflepuff) said “It was

amazing”

Amy Wright (Ravenclaw) said “it was

the closest I’ve ever been to being

magic”

Ciara Austen Gray (Gryffindor) said “It

made up for being thrown out of

Hogwarts”

Declan Moore (Gryffindor) said “We

lost but it was epic!”

As we couldn’t find anyone from

Slytherin (who won) we decided to put

in two quotes from the legendary

Gryffindor!

Sadly neither of us got to go to

the amazing activity but hopefully it will

be there again someday.

Megan Ryan & Niamh Corcoran

Glee Club

When the glee club activity was organ-

ised, girls and the few boys who were

comfortable enough to do so gathered to

lie on the grass, play instruments and

sing cheesy songs such as “Yellow

Submarine” and “Numa Numa”. 

The two hours passed quickly

and culminated in a memorable rendition

of Chicago’s “Cell Block Tango”. You

don’t have to be talented or a musician

to have fun at this activity though,

everyone can just sing along and there is

no pressure to be good or sing on your

own.

“It was really enjoyable and not

at all a waste of time” said one partici-

pant.  “It was a great activity to do, I’d

recommend it” said another enthusiastic

glee club goer. Either way the message

is the same: Do glee club, its just fun. 

Molly O’Connor

Trip to Science and Wax Museums

On Sunday 18th July 2010 some CTYI

students went to a sound exhibition at

The National Science Museum and then

to the Wax Museum.

The sound exhibition featured

many things to do with well… sound.

There were some microphones dotted

around the exhibition rooms which you

could speak through and would be heard

by people at other places in the museum.

Sitting in the café I heard some interest-

ing and odd stuff such as “I like men”

which was said in a voice which was

clearly male, and other things which

weren’t at all suitable for the young chil-

dren sitting with their parents at the

opposite table.       

We then embarked on a

journey to Burger King for some

decent food (well better than the

canteen food anyway).  Afterwards

we walked to the wax museum. It

had several themed sections: The

Writers Room, The Vaults of Irish

History, Children’s Fantasy World,

The Grand Hall, Record In Wax, Hall of

Irish Legends, The Chambers Of Horrors

and Irish Heroes Of Discovery.  Each

section had many wax figures (well

who’d of guessed?) which were realistic

but had scary looking hands.   

After spending some time at the

wax museum we got a bus back to DCU. 

Béibhinn Irish Cummins
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CTYI over the years
Journalism student Tommy Collison took a look at how CTYI has changed
over the last 10 years. Finding people who attended the course in 1998, 2000
and 2004, he asked the ex-CTYIziens a few questions...

1. How did you find out about the CTYI programme?
Student From 1998: I was put forward

for it through my school (Moyle Park

College, Clondalkin, Dublin 22), appar-

ently they had been contacted by CTYI

looking for students that fit the bill. The

guidance counselor selected a few of us

based on whatever random numbers/let-

ters/pink fluffy ponies pinged into his

brain and told us we'd been selected.

Had never heard of it before that, so it

was quite a pleasant surprise :)

Student From 2000: When I was really

young (like, 7, 8, 9 sorta young) I was in

this youth club - the Explorer's club -

down Bray direction. Through that, we

found out about baby-CTYI, and the rest

is history, as it were...

Student From 2004: Following an

assessment by an educational psycholo-

gist.

2. Did you know people in CTYI before you went?
Student From 1998: Just the one, funni-

ly enough I think he was the only other

person from my school to be invited/go,

and was also my next door neighbour

and one of my best friends.

Student From 2000: In theory, yes,

because of babies (see above). However,

I didn't really realize it, especially

because I had to repeat the SAT to get

in, and at that age, 2 summers is a

LONG time to go without having seen

people! Also, because of the 2-sessions

thing, and the huge number of interna-

tional students there, I don't think I ever

really hung out with anyone I had

known before.

Student From 2004: No.

Did you feel at a disadvantage? did you make friends easily?
Student From 1998:  It didn't really

make any difference to me settling in - I

found that all of the people in my

course, room, group of friends that I

made, etc.. were really nice and friendly,

so I never had any problem getting to

know them. Because you only have 3

weeks there its almost like being booted

into an accelerated timeframe - you set-

tle in, make friends, and learn stuff so

much faster because you have to, and

because of the environment you were in.

Student From 2000: The great thing

about CTYI is that everyone's just

lumped together in classes and RA

groups. I always did science based

courses too, which meant lab partners.

Right from the word go, your roommates

are there to be your friends, so I don't

think many people back then had trouble

making at least a few friends (though of

course the oft-cited social awkwardness

of nerds does make that more difficult

for some than others). I don't think any-

one was at a disadvantage, except the

people who showed up later on the first

day, because even by then people were

hitting it off.

Student from 2004: No not at all. Most

of the other 13 year olds didn't know

anyone prior to attending the pro-

gramme.

3. What class did you do? Were you happy with your choice?
Student From 1998: I chose Computer

Applications and was delighted that I

had. There were a few other things that I

was interested in at the time (like almost

every teenager since the dawn of time I

hadn't a notion what I really wanted to

do with my life..), but Computer Apps

stood out to me so I went for it. I knew

next to nothing about computers at the

time; Windows 95 was only out a year or

two and I hadn't had any experience of

it, so that will tell what sort of (unwill-

ing) luddite I was :) But by the time

we'd finished the course they had

brought us to a level of programming

skill that the lecturers described as being

the equivalent of a 1st year University

course.

So yeah, I was pretty happy :)

Student From 2000: Medical

Technology, my first year. We did a lot

of stuff with pharmacology too, which

meant a bigger social circle. Was I happy

with it? Sure, I met my first girlfriend

there!

Student from 2004: 

2001: Financial Markets and transferred

in International History

2002: Russian, transferred into

Government and Society

2003: Economics

2004: Writing for Life
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4. Describe some of the things you learnt? (If you can!)
Student From 1998: *Blows dust off

crusty memories* It’s funny you should

ask, because only recently I was digging

through and organising a load of old

files that had been sitting around since

the dawn of man, and found all of the

projects, samples and exercises I did on

the course! They taught us how to pro-

gram in C++, basic compiler and IDE

usage, functional and object oriented

programming, polymorphism, pointers,

some basic graphic processing, data

structures and algorithms, stuff like that.

Oh, and how to hijack one of the com-

puter labs to setup a 32 player Quake

game. OK, they didn't actually *teach*

us that bit, but what do you expect when

you put a bunch of hyperactive teenage

nerds in a room with minimal supervi-

sion and all the Jolt you can shake a

stick at.. :) 

Student From 2000: From 10 years

ago!? I know I still have the lab manual

somewhere, and that we went on a field-

trip to a brewery in Carlow, but apart

from that...

Student From 2004: The entirety of

Introduction to Sociology and

Introduction to Political Science courses

that I took in first year in university. So

economics (basic supply and demand,

monopoly theory, dead weight loss). I

didn't learn as much in Writing for life. 

5. Describe a typical day in CTYI?
Student From 1998:   - Up for breakfast

at early o'clock (buggered if I can

remember exactly what time, I just

remember the early bit..). 9-11 (I think) -

off to labs or lecture hall for to learn

interesting things - a lot of our lectures

were in The Pit. If it's not still called that

then I feel waaaaay too old to explain.

11-11:15 - Quick break for more Jolt,

forced out into the fresh air blinking like

stinky and disheveled goblins. 11:30 -

12:45 - More work in labs (and not, I

hasten to point out, in any way playing

Quake or exploring the wonders of this

thing they called "The Hotmail"...).

12:45 -1:30 (or possibly 2) - Sweet

sweet lunch. 2-4 - More lab work, exper-

imenting with programs and various

other mad stuff, generally enjoying our-

selves immensely. 4 - 4:15 - Meeting

with RA? I think? 4 - 5:30 (...ish...) -

Activities. These could be changed on a

daily basis, up to and including:

rounders, football, tennis, indoor games,

hockey, things of this nature.. 5:30 -

some undisclosed time - Dinner. After

dinner: Free time till bedtime, and I'm

almost sure lights out was something

like 10, ish...?

I feel the need to add my 15

seconds of fame - one afternoon while

we were working in one of the computer

labs a pay phone in the hallway rang.

Curious, and because everyone knows a

ringing phone must be answered, I

answered. It was some dude with an

unfamiliar accent claiming to be a DJ for

Swedish radio, telling me they had

picked the number at random to see who

they could find to talk to. Clearly their

luck was out cos they got me. I told

them some awful joke, no idea what it

was, at which point he realised I was

speaking to the village idiot and went

away. Highly surreal, and still bugs me

to this day. That could have been my big

break...  :)

Student From 2000: Up at 8, to break-

fast, classes from 9-12, lunch, class from

1-3, activities from 3-5, dinner & free

time, study from 7-9, free time til 10,

lights out at 10:30, lights back on at

10:45 for late night grub (they say you

can't use the kitchens in Res, but every-

one did) and chats, sleep eventually!

Student From 2004: Wake up (7am),

phone home, breakfast (8.15am), morn-

ing class (9am), break (10.30am), class,

lunch (12pm), afternoon class (1pm)

(student concentration waining), activi-

ties (not usually sporty) (3pm), free time

between 5 and 7 with dinner and an RA

meeting, study between 7 and 9, quad

time between 9 and 10, lights out

10.30pm. 

6. What were the weekend activities?
Student From 1998: The weekend

activities were pretty cool. We had stuff

like days out at the Omniplex in Santry,

going to a match in Croke park, trip out

to Mosney, discos, that sort of thing..

After spending a week totally cooped up

on the campus it was a major relief to

get out for a bit. If you were lucky

enough to live close by, i.e. in Dublin,

then you could even go home if you

wanted. Having said that, I did actually

go home one weekend for a cousin's

wedding and found myself constantly

worrying that I was missing out on

everything that was happening back

inside. It was an odd feeling - the only

way I can explain it is by describing the

CTYI environment as something akin to

a pressure cooker - things happened very

fast, friendships could form and break up

over a day or two, same for couples, the

pace of learning and progress was

incredible, and because you knew you

were on a limited timescale there was a

compulsion to get as much out of it all

as fast as possible.

Student From 2000: Film on the first

Friday night (we had study Sunday -

Thursday), Santry on Saturday which for

most people also meant cinema, disco

that Sat night, nothing at all on the

Sunday, as I remember it (unless you

wanted to go to Croker for a match or

sometimes they put on trips to

Powerscourt, etc, study that night.

Week 2 I can't remember what happened

the Friday, table quiz maybe? Saturday

was town (though this became Blanch in

2001/2, not sure which) which was a

great opportunity to meet with the

Session 1ers - they always organised a

reunion for that day - and then disco,

Sunday still not sure - more trips 

I'd imagine...

Student From 2004: I usually went

home at weekends. There were trips to

the botanical gardens, Blanchardstown

shopping centre, santry shopping centre

for the cinema, Offaly, Croke Park,

swimming.
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7. What were the evening activities?
Student From 1998: This one really is

drawing a blank - all I can really remem-

ber about the evening activities is the

free time, playing games, hanging out in

the common rooms, or just wandering

around the campus with friends.. I think

there may have been movies as well but

I'm not sure..

Student From 2000: Debating, Cloud

watching, capture the flag, frisbee, soc-

cer, drama, art, dodgeball, that sorta

thing... 

Student From 2004: There were no

activities Sunday to Thursday, Friday -

treasure hunts, game shows, mini

Olympics, Saturday disco/game room. 

8. Did you get on well with the RAs?
Student From 1998: Yeah no problems

at all with the RAs, we all got on really

well. The one I had was a guy called

Dermot... something or other... he and

his girlfriend (our TA) had been students

at CTYI a couple of years before so they

knew the process, how it all worked, and

were happy to spend time with us and

even keep in touch when it was all fin-

ished. 

Student From 2000: Most people did,

though you could always tell the RAs

who were past pupils (or had done it

before) and those that weren't. Feargal

was one hell of a scary SD (Site

Director), but he always had Sheila

(Colm O’Reilly’s predecessor) looking

over his shoulder - yeah, she was still

around back then - to make sure he

played nice. Willie was pretty scary too,

as ASD (Assistant Site Director), but the

RAs themselves were pretty cool...

Student From 2004: Yes. In my first

two years I relied heavily upon them for

support as I found being away from

home very hard. In my third year my RA

had actually been in my RA group in

2001 so it was a little unusual as a

RA/student relationship. In my final year

(2004) I did not get on with my own

RA. I had good relationships with sever-

al of the other RAs and the Assistant site

director. The RAs seemed to have a lot

less authority over me and the relation-

ship was more friendly than previous

years.

9. What do you think of the overall CTYI atmosphere? What do you think of claims by
some students that it’s too controlling?
Student From 1998: I think the overall

atmosphere and experience was great,

though as I mentioned previously, there

was a pressure cooker aspect to it. You

made friends really fast, good friends

too, everything happened really fast and

was quite intense... But to be honest I'd

actually count that as a positive aspect to

the whole thing, I loved every minute of

it.

As for the controlling claims, I

can see where the students are coming

from. Almost every part of the day was

scripted (bear in mind, I don't actually

know if the general daily layout has

changed since my time), and while you

learned a lot really fast, the instruction

was (necessarily, to be fair) quite direct-

ed in order to get the max out of the

time.

A possible improvement would

be to make the direction of the learning

and the general activities much more

interactive, more flexible, so that stu-

dents can get a say in how, what and

why they do things. Allowing students to

elect to hold a mini symposium for a

day, or a day or afternoon for pure

research into a cool project could really

help...

Student From 2000: From what I've

heard, it is. But way back when, we did-

n't smoke or drink or do drugs, it just

wasn't a thing. So there were no con-

cerns about people breaking the law. We

respected the system and the staff

respected us in return with more free-

dom than (I think) exists anymore. 

Student From 2004: I have gone back

as a TA and I find the atmosphere quite

different than from when i was a

student. When I was a student, I found

the 'controlling' element of CTYI more

daunting in theory than difficult in reali-

ty. I was quite intimidated by the list of

rules but for most students they are not

an issue. They are not rules that the stu-

dents would be likely to break. I person-

ally thrive with structure. Both my par-

ents worked and I had a child-minder

who was professionally trained and

believed in structure so I found it nor-

mal. I really enjoyed the atmosphere

among the students, and the unique cul-

ture that exists within CTYI is probably

as a result of the structure The structure

is in place to create a safe environment

for the student. The limits of this envi-

ronment are clear on the first day. The

students are the able to create their own

world, their own society within the remit

of these rules. And that's why it works.

10. What do you make of claims by some education experts – that CTYI isn’t a good idea,
in that it segregates the youths or gives them a heightened sense of importance?
Student From 1998: This is a bit of a

hairy one. I can see where both sides of

the question are coming from, and agree

with some points of both. The segrega-

tion and heightened sense of importance

are valid points, and I can see why it

would seem to some people that this

would be happening, but looking back

on it now it seems as if those arguments

would really only be made by people on

the outside of it. From the inside, we just

thought of ourselves as a group of

teenagers, and friends, having a great

time. We learned new and interesting

things, made new friends, gained social

skills and new approaches to life.  

I think that CTYI is a fantastic

idea, but I think they really missed out

on something when setting it up. They

should have opened it up to a lot more

people. And by a lot I mean damn near

everyone. I'd love to see a situation

where any school child can go on one of

the courses, find something, anything, in

it that really interests them and give

them all of the tools, time and resources

they need to learn all they can about it. It

would be a tremendous way to encour-

age students to develop in an environ-

ment that is entirely focused on helping

them to develop in whatever way they

choose. So many kids hate school, hate

exams, learning etc.. but really I think
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that its because there may not be much

that the traditional school system is

offering them. Then there would be no

exclusion, no segregation, everyone

would be free and equal to go as far as

they wanted in any direction.

A concept like CTYI gives peo-

ple the opportunity to do and become

whatever they want. My first time round

in CTYI I was 15, horribly shy, and

knew next to nothing about computers

(or much else for that matter..) Since

then I went on to study programming in

college, and am now happily employed

writing code for a living. I don't know if

I would have done that without the expe-

riences I gained that year...

So yeah, I think CTYI is great,

it should be open to everyone, and there

should be free jam and Quake all year

round. :)

Student From 2000: Nonsense. We

were the elite, and we weren't catered for

in the mainstream, so it was important

that we got some stimulation. Besides,

it's not like we were forced to go, we

gave up 3 weeks of holidays to be there,

clearly we wanted to! I know people

who think CTYI was the worst thing

they ever did because they felt it margin-

alized them even more, but sometimes I

reckon they're just being dramatic (espe-

cially looking back and remembering

how much they enjoyed it at the time). 

Stuff I remember: from the

disco, which in 2000 was in the canteen:

Nothing Else Matters, the S&M version;

Street Spirit with everyone lying down,

arms waving; Good Riddance; American

Pie, of course, everyone in one big circle

around the room, arms over shoulders;

Notebooks with stories and messages

and contact details in them; falling in

love; stale bread rolls; orange juice made

from powder; staying up til all hours -

and all night the last night - chatting and,

eventually, saying goodbye to

Americans.

Man, those were the days...

Student from 2004: CTYI was the sin-

gle best experience of my teenaged years

and for exactly the reason that those edu-

cational experts criticise the pro-

gramme.. I had no self confidence before

attending CTYI. I had been bullied for

being intelligent from the age of 5, and

had desperately tried to play it down

among my classmates. I didn't think I

was important or special before attend-

ing CTYI. I still found school difficult

socially but CTYI reassured me that this

would not always be the case. When

people meet me now they say I am con-

fident, self assured and driven to reach

my full potential. This would not have

happened without CTYI.

I do not understand why CTYI

elitism is detrimental and I have been

having this argument since I was 14,

when a teacher in my school found out

that I attended CTYI and brought it up

as a class discussion. It is naive to say

that CTYI is not elitist but to say that it

is necessarily bad due to the fact that it

is elitist is naive.. Students have to

demonstrate exceptional ability before

they may attend. This is no different to

an elite hockey, basketball or rugby

camp. It is no different to the selection

that happens for every school play.

Talents for sport or drama are no less

innate than high level of academic abili-

ty. Performance can be improved in any

of these areas with practice but raw tal-

ents exists in all of these fields and soci-

ety repeatedly rewards the first two.

What is different about CTYI is that the

service offered by the courses cannot be

offered by most schools, streaming does

not challenge those with the highest abil-

ity and it leaves the weakest behind.

CTYI offers additional challenge to stu-

dents and crucially offers it outside of

the school environment which causes

people to be suspicious. I believe it is

the combination of the negative effects

of streaming on the weakest students and

the fact that CTYI is external to school

that stigmatizes it for some people. Not

the fact that it makes students self

important.

I think where CTYI get away

more lightly than it should is regards to

inclusiveness within the program.

Bullying is a problem in CTYI as in

every facet of life and tends to be

glossed over as most children in CTYI

have been bullied. Sometimes I find that

the RA involvement can inadvertently

encourage this and that students who

find themselves suddenly popular find

themselves in unfamiliar, influential

positions and do not remember their own

bad experiences.
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Hot
Féidhlim

Slice and a half

Morning Run

Sarah the RA in shorts FTW

The Canteen Chips LOL

JK

Cos they’re cold LOL

Sportalian Names

Arrrrrrmando, Ludoviiiiiico

The Assassin Game

Not that we can mention it

Centre for Talented

Elderlies in Ireland (CTEI)

Knitsack FTW

Not
The Disco DJ

I’ve got a Feeling as the 3rd

last song. Really?

Knutsack

If we wanted gangland war-

fare, we’d move to Limerick

Sportalian Transvestites

They scare our TAThe quotes of CTYI

The CTYI Awards 2010
Best Hair: Seán Gallagher/Béibhinn Irish Cummins

Best Male: Shane

Best Female: Ciara O’Hagan

Best Desparate for an Award: Conor Scully /

Joanna O’Malley

Best Accent: Jenny ‘Sarah Palin’ O’Connor

Best Teacher: Of course Andrew (Actually Maria)

Best TA: Féidhlim

Best Couple: Tommy and Aine AND Orla (Oh wait

they’re not actually a ‘couple’. ScRollo then)

Best Canteen Food: ahaha

Best RA: Sarah “DO YOU KNOW WHAT TIME

IT IS?”

Best Class: Impartially, Journalism

Best Fashion Sense: Eunice Collins (OVERCOAT)

Gary to Cliff Bernstein: I just REAL-

LY want to know, how long did it take to

grow that GLORIOUS beard?

Laura (RA): Look out for the trees that

move, you never know WHO’S in them!

Sarah: Three words; drug use.

Conor: Why did Malahide? Because

Harold’s Cross.

Jessie: It’s a compliment, take it!

Aine: Take it. . . Take it lying down!

In general: Too many nuns, not enough

stripping.

George Bush: Oh gosh! The terrorists

attacked!

Maria: If men chose love then there’d

be no war and no one would be killed

and. . . OH!

Caoimhe (Instructor): Grey's Anatomy

is the worst at getting everything wrong.

Megan: Yeah they even get English

grammar wrong. Like one time Cristina

was like 'that's a metaphor' and I was

shouting at my television like 'NO.

THAT'S A FREAKIN SIMILE!'...It was

the night before my junior cert English

so I was in that kind of mood...

Louise: Oh Conor, you’re such a lick.

Collected by Jessie Connell (with help)
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Memoirs of a Nevermore

Brought to you by the

CTYI Journalism class 2010!

CTYI is unique. CTYI is amazing. CTYI

is the highlight of the year. CTYI is

indescribable. 

CTYI is many things to many

people, but for me it has always been the

one true place where I felt like I really

belonged.

Before I came here for the first

time in 2007, I never felt like I was

accepted anywhere. While far from

being a social outcast, I just felt like I

needed something more.

I was afraid that CTYI would

be full of weirdoes. I was right. I was

afraid that it would be full of strange cult

worshippers. I was right again. But what

I wasn’t ready for was that these people

would be the coolest and most amazing

weirdoes in the whole world.

And over the past four years,

not only have I felt accepted, I’ve come

to regard DCU and CTYI as more of a

home than Portmarnock could ever be.

And it makes me happy and not a little

jealous to look at all the newbies here

and think of how they have four unbe-

lievable years ahead of them.

I started reminiscing during

Street Spirit about the epicness that has

been the past four years; of Luke’s Hat

in 2008 and the “Have you tried fish-

ing?” bombardment of 2009. And it

made me realise that we make CTYI.

CTYI can be anything at all you want it

to be. 

So to all newbies here I say

this: Give CTYI your all. Do everything

(Even the morning run). Leave no stone

unturned. And if, after the end of the ses-

sion, you can honestly say that you

haven’t had the best three weeks of your

life, then you’ve really missed out on

something.

I have one final message. Don’t

allow the traditions to die. Spoon

Bracelets, Formal Friday and of course

American Pie are vital components of

CTYI. Do not let them become extinct.

I’ll admit that I don’t partake in all the

traditions myself, for instance you won’t

find a Spoon Bracelet on my arm or a

bathrobe in my wardrobe. A crime?

Perhaps.

But if I were to return here in

five years and find that the traditions

have died and that, more importantly, I

no longer feel right at home, that would

be the worst crime of all.

Conor Scully reflects
on his time in CTYI


